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 .We show that q-hypergeometric identities  F n, k s 1 can be proved byk
checking that they are correct for only finitely many, N say, values of n. We give a
specific a priori formula for N, as a polynomial of degree 24 in the parameters of
 .F n, k . We see this because of the presence of ``q'', the estimates of N can be
made smaller than the general estimates that were found in the author's thesis
``Contributions to the Proof Theory of Hypergeometric Identities,'' pp. 1]83,
.Ph.D. thesis, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 1993 . As an example of the
method we show that the q-Vandermonde identity can be pro¨ed by ``only''
 .checking that its first 2358 cases i.e., values of n are correct, by direct computa -
tion. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .We show that q-hypergeometric identities  F n, k s 1 can be provedk
by checking that they are correct for only finitely many, N say, values of n.
We give a specific a priori formula for N, as a polynomial of degree 24 in
 .the parameters of F n, k . We see that because of the presence of ``q'',
the estimates of N can be made smaller than the general estimates for
ordinary hypergeometric identities. The less-than-expected estimate seems
counter-intuitive at first, but the generic variable ``q'' makes it possible to
circumvent the difficulty in estimating the height of the leading coefficient.
w xPetkovsek and Wilf observed a similar phenomenon 7 where the presenceÏ
of an extra parameter eliminates the vanishing of the highest coefficient of
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the recurrence because it cannot vanish over the extension field. The
tantalizing prospect that by putting q s 1, one can lower the upper bound
in the ordinary case is unfortunately not possible here, since the proof of
 .Proposition 3.1 fails for any fixed q in particular for q s 1 .
As an example of the method we show that the q-Vandermonde identity
 .can be pro¨ed by ``only'' checking that its first 2358 cases i.e., values of n
are correct, by direct computation. Instead of checking that the two
numbers are equal as in the ordinary case, we check that two rational
functions in q are equal.
Many q-hypergeometric identities and basic hypergeometric series sum-
w xmation theorems can be found in 2, 1, 4 . Wilf and Zeilberger gave the
w xfirst algorithmic proof theory for q-hypergeometric identities in 1992 9 .
The one-summation case of the q-series has been implemented by Zeil-
w xberger in Maple 6 , enabling one to use the computer to prove a single-sum
q-hypergeometric series. An analysis of the implementation of Zeilberger's
w xalgorithm can be found in 6 .
Section 2 contains the main theorem and some definitions needed to
state the theorem. A proposition and a matrix procedure about the
non-vanishing of the leading coefficient of the recurrence satisfied by
 .F n, k are in Section 3. Section 4 contains the approach, the proof of the
main theorem, and an example. We use Wilf and Zeilberger's formalism
throughout.
2. DEFINITIONS AND THE MAIN THEOREM
We introduce some definitions and notations for q-series in order to
state the main theorem.
DEFINITION 2.1. For any complex number a and any integer n let the
nth q-factorial of a be given by
¡ ny11 y a 1 y aq ??? 1 y aq for n ) 0; .  .  .
1 for n s 0;~a; q [ . n 1
for n - 0.n¢ aq ; q .yn
w xThe following is a well-known property for q-factorials 4, p. 6
LEMMA 2.2. For any complex number a and any pair of integers n and m,
 .  .  n .we ha¨e that a; q s a; q aq ; q .nqm n m
w xThe next definition is a specialization of a definition in 9, p. 589
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 .DEFINITION 2.3. A term F n, k in the discrete variables n and k is
 .  .  .  .q-hypergeometric if F n q 1, k rF n, k and F n, k q 1 rF n, k are both
rational functions of q n, q k, and possibly other constant parameters,
including q.
 .qNotation. We use x to denote x if x ) 0, and 0 otherwise. The set
 4 w x q w x  4 w x1, 2, . . . , l is denoted by l for l g Z , and l is 0 j l . Finally0
w .qx w xx s x if x ) 0, else it is the empty set.
In this paper we consider only terms of the following type.
 .DEFINITION 2.4. A term F n, k is q-proper-hypergeometric if
 p c ; q . a nqb k 2 2ss1 s s sn k k an qbnkqck qdkqenF n , k s P q , q j q , .  . t w ; q . u nq¨ kss1 s s s
where P is a polynomial, a , b , u , and ¨ are integers, c and w are anys s s s s s
commuting indeterminate constants or parameters, a, b, c, d, and e are
integers or half integers, and j is the argument.
 . ylq1 wWe say that F is well-defined at n, k if w / q for l g u n qs s
.qx l w .qx  .¨ k and c / q for l g ya n y b k . We say that F n, k s 0 if Fs s s s
 .  . 4is well-defined at n, k and one of c ; q : a n q b k ) 0 ands a nqb k s ss s
 . 4  n k .w ; q : u n q ¨ k - 0 is 0 or P q , q s 0.s u nq¨ k s ss s
We consider only quadratic exponents of q because well known identi-
ties often contain such an exponent. The author does not know of any
identities with higher powers.
DEFINITION 2.5. A q-proper-hypergeometric term F is said to satisfy a
 . 2k-free recurrence for some n , k g Z if there are positive integers I, J,0 0
 n . kand polynomials a q , q that do not depend on q and are not all zeroi j
 . w x w xsuch that F n y j, k y i is well defined for all i g I and j g J , and0 0
a q n , q F n y j, k y i s 0. .  .  i j
i j
w xThe following is a consequence of Theorem 5.1 in 9, p. 611 for
q-proper-hypergeometric terms defined in Definition 2.4.
THEOREM 2.6. E¨ery q-proper-hypergeometric term F satisfies a non-tri¨ ial
 .k-free recurrence. Moreo¨er, there exists such a recurrence with I, J s
 U U .I , J , where
U 2 2J s b q ¨ q 2 c s s
s s
and
q
U Un k
kI s 1 q deg P q , q q J a b q u ¨ q b y 1 . .  q s s s s /
s s
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With a bound on the order of the recurrence, we need next a q-ana-
logue of the theorem guaranteeing the existence of a certificate. It is a
w xspecialization of the q-fundamental theorem in 9, p. 595 to one discrete
summation index.
THEOREM 2.7. Let F be a q-proper-hypergeometric term such that F n y
.  . 2j, k y i is well defined for all i and j, and let n, k g Z be such that
 . nF n, k / 0. Then there are polynomials in q and q, a , a , . . . , a , not all0 1 J
 .  .  .  .zero, and a function G n, k such that G n, k s R n, k F n, k for some
rational function R in q n, q k, and q, and such that
a n F n , k q a n F n y 1, k q ??? qa n F n y J , k .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 J
s G n , k y G n , k y 1 . 2.1 .  .  .
Note that J in Theorem 2.7 is bounded by JU from Theorem 2.6.
w xThe next definition, again an analogue of a definition in 9 , is about the
 . klimits of the summation for the hypergeometric series  F n, k x associ-k
ated with a q-proper-hypergeometric F.
 . w  .  .xFor a fixed integer n, we let B n s a n , b n denote a maximal
 .interval of integer values of k for which F n, k is well defined and
 .non-zero. Just outside the interval B n we suppose that there are inter-
 .  .  .  .vals a n F k - a n and b n - k F b n in which F is well defined and
 .is equal to 0. We call the interval B n a natural support of F.
w x  .DEFINITION 2.8 9 . An admissible q-hypergeometric term F n, k is
 .one in which, for all sufficiently large n there is a natural support B n
 .such that B n is compact and
B n : B n q 1 : B n q 2 : . . . n ) n .  .  .  .0
 .and such that the intervals of zero values which surround B n satisfy
b n y j G b n q I and a n y j F a n y I .  .  .  .
for 0 F j F J and n ) n , where I and J are the orders of a k-free0
recurrence that F satisfies.
We state the main theorem.
THEOREM 2.9. Let
 p c ; q . a nqb k 2 2ss1 s s sn k k an qbnkqck qdkqenF n , k s P q , q j q .  . t w ; q . u nq¨ kss1 s s s
 n k .be an admissible q-proper-hypergeometric term, where P q , q is a polyno-
mial with coefficients in Q. Let
ky [ max deg P , deg P , p , t , a, b , c, e, a , b , u , ¨ , 4q q s s s s
s
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24  .  .and n s 1000 y . If  F n, k s 1 for n F n F n , then  F n, k s 11 k 0 1 k
for all n G n .0
The proof of the theorem is motivated by the q-analogue of Zeilberger's
construction for proving hypergeometric identities. Take an admissible
 .q-proper-hypergeometric term F n, k . Suppose we wish to prove that
 .  . F n, k s 1. By Theorem 2.6, a k-free recurrence for F n, k can bek
found. We can sum this recurrence over k to obtain a recurrence relation
 .for the sum  F n, k . It is now easy to check if 1 also satisfies the samek
 .recurrence. Lastly, we need to check whether  F n, k s 1 for suffi-k
ciently many initial values of n, namely the order of the recurrence plus
the smallest positive integer nU such that the leading coefficient of the
 . Urecurrence for  F n, k does not vanish identically for all n G n . Ourk
main task is to find an upper bound for n [ nU q J.1
The first step toward finding an upper bound for n consists of analyzing1
 .  .how the ratio F n y j, k y i rF n, k contributes to the numerator and
denominator. Next we take the certificate form of the recurrence from
 .Theorem 2.7, divide the recurrence by F n, k , and find a common
denominator for the resulting relation. Thirdly, we use the common
denominator found to get the associated common numerator in order to
obtain a system of homogeneous linear equations to solve for the leading
coefficient of the recurrence. Finally, we estimate the maximum degree in
q of the leading coefficient from the matrix representing the linear system.
Then using a proposition specifying when a polynomial in q and q n is
nonvanishing for all n G N, we conclude that n is bounded above by the1
 .sum of the order of the recurrence for  F n, k and the maximumk
degree in q of the leading coefficient of the recurrence.
3. THE LEADING COEFFICIENT
Let
a q n , q f q a q n , q f q ??? qa q n , q f s 0 .  .  .0 n 1 ny1 J nyJ
be a recurrence for q-hypergeometric terms f , where the coefficients aren
n  n .polynomials in q and q. If the leading coefficient a q , q does not0
vanish for all n G N, then the recurrence can be used to compute
subsequent terms f , n G N in the following way:n
y a f q ??? qa f .1 ny1 J nyJ
f s .n a0
The following proposition gives a criterion for the non-vanishing of the
 n .leading coefficient a q , q in terms of the maximum degree in q of a .0 0
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 n . nPROPOSITION 3.1. Let P q , q be a non-zero polynomial in q and q
o¨er Q. Let m be the maximum degree in q of P and fix some n G m q 1.
 n .Then P q , q is not identically zero.
 n . nProof. Consider P q , q as a polynomial in q with coefficients in
w xQ q ,
P q n , q s c q c q q c q2 q ??? qc q b1 q m1 n .  .m , 0 m , 1 m , 2 m , b1 1 1 1 1
q c q c q q c q2 q ??? qc q b2 q m2 n .m , 0 m , 1 m , 2 m , b2 2 2 3 2
...
q c q c q q c q2 q ??? qc q bd q m d n , .m , 0 m , 1 m , 2 m , bd d d d d
w xwhere b , m g N , i g d , and the c's are rational numbers.i i 0
Assume without loss of generality that m ) m ) ??? ) m . If b s 01 2 d i
w x w xfor all i g d , then there exists an i in d such that c / 0 becausem , 0i
 n .  n .P q , q is assumed not to be identically zero. In this case, P q , q / 0
w xfor all n g N, for the m 's, i g d are all distinct.i
Suppose that the b 's are not all zero. We shall show that for n G 1 qi
max b the leading term of P, namely q m1 nqb1, has a larger exponent thani i
 n .all the other terms in the polynomial. Therefore, P q , q does not vanish
for n G 1 q max b .i i
w x  4For n G 1 q max b , we have for any j in d _ 1 thati i
m n q b s m y 1 n q n q b .1 1 1 1
G m n q 1 q max bj i
i
) m n q max bj i
i
G m n q b .j j
n .Since max b s m, P q , q is not identically zero for n G 1 q m.i i
The following is a matrix procedure used to solve for the leading
coefficient of the recurrence.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let M be an l = m matrix over the field of rational
functions in q n and q over Q. Let the generic rank of M be the number of
non-zero rows in the reduced row-echelon form of M.
 .  .  w x.Since row rank M s column rank M see 5, p. 337 , our definition
of the generic rank coincides with the classical definition of the rank of a
matrix over a division ring. Henceforth we will use rank to mean generic
rank.
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Consider l = m matrices M such that l - m and the entries M of Mi, j
w n x w n xare elements of Q q , q . Since Q q , q is a subset of the field of rational
n  .functions in q and q over Q, the generic rank of M is defined.
 .TLet x s x , x , . . . , x be an m = 1 column vector whose entries are1 2 m
w n x elements of Q q , q . We would like to solve for x in particular for
 n ..x q , q in Mx s 0 for some matrix M of non-zero rank while keeping1
 n .the degree in q of x q , q as small as possible.1
The following is a procedure for finding x.
Procedure 3.3. Input data:
 .1 An l = m matrix M of positive rank r and entries M fromi, j
w n xQ q , q such that l - m.
 .  .T2 The indeterminate m = 1 column vector x s x , x , . . . , x1 2 m
w n xwith entries in Q q , q .
The steps of the procedure.
 .  n .1 Assume without loss of generality that x q , q is not identically1
zero. Fix the first column of M and permute the other columns of M,
while renumbering the unknown x 's accordingly. We can arrange the firstj
r columns of M to have rank r.
 .2 Permute the rows of the resulting matrix such that the r = r
upper left hand corner M X of the matrix has rank r.
 .3 Set all but the first r variables in the new vector x to 1. Our
equation now has the form
x1
..X .M *
xr .
1
.* * ..
1
 .4 After rearranging, we get a system of r inhomogeneous linear
equations in x , x , . . . , x , say M X xX s yX. The vector yX is non-zero, for if1 2 r
not, and M X is of full rank, then the only solution to M X xX s 0 is the zero
solution. But x is the first entry of xX and, by assumption, x is not zero.1 1
 . X X X5 By Cramer's rule, the nth entry of x is det M rdet M forn
w x  n . X Xn g r . In particular, x q , q s det M rdet M .1 1
 . 6 To obtain a polynomial solution not necessarily of the lowest
. Xdegree , multiply by det M . The complete solution vector is
TX X X X X Xx s det M , det M , . . . , det M , det M , det M , . . . , det M . .1 2 r
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From the above procedure, the maximum degrees in q of the entries of
M X and M X are bounded by the maximum degree in q of the entries of M,1
so one does not increase the degree in q of x unnecessarily.1
4. THE APPROACH AND THE PROOF
 .  . 2 2Let f i, j s y2 aj y ib and c i, j s aj q bij q ci y id y je. We
study how the factors in
F n y j, k y i .
F n , k .
ny j kyi  w qu s nq¨ s kyu s jy¨ s i ; q f i , j.nqc  i , j.P q , q q .  . u jq¨ is s s s yis j ,kb jq2 ci.n k a nqb kya jyb is s s s qP q , q  c q ; q .  . a jqb is s s s
4.1 .
contribute to the numerator and the denominator. This involves a very
detailed case analysis, as follows.
 u s nq¨ s kyu s jy¨ s i .  .For the term w q ; q in the numerator of 4.1 , wes u jq¨ is s
have the following four cases:
¡ us nq¨ s kyu s jy¨ s iw q ; q if ¨ ) 0 and u j q ¨ i ) 0; . u jq¨ is s s ss s
1
if ¨ ) 0 and u j q ¨ i - 0;s s su nq¨ ks sw q ; q .yu jy¨ is s s
qy¨ . k u jq¨ i. u nq¨ kyu jy¨ i~ s s s s s s sq w q ; q . u jq¨ is s s if ¨ - 0 and u j q ¨ i ) 0;q s s sy¨ . k u jq¨ i.s s sq
qy¨ . k yu jy¨ i.s s sq
if ¨ - 0 and u j q ¨ i - 0.q s s sy¨ . k yu jy¨ i. u nq¨ ks s s s s¢q w q ; q .yu jy¨ is s s
 as nqbs kyas jybs i .Similarly for the term c q ; q in the denominator ofs a jqb is s
 .4.1 , we have
1¡
if b ) 0 and a j q b i ) 0;s s sa nqb kya jyb is s s sc q ; q . a jqb is s s
a nqb ks sc q ; q if b ) 0 and a j q b i - 0; .ya jyb is s s ss s
qyb . k a jqb i.~ s s sq
if b - 0 and a j q b i ) 0;q s s syb . k a jqb i. a nqb kya jyb is s s s s s sq c q ; q . a jqb is s s
qyb . k ya jyb i. a nqb ks s s s sq c q ; q .ya jyb is s s if b - 0 and a j q b i - 0.q s s s¢ yb . k ya jyb i.s s sq
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Thus, we conclude that a common denominator for
F n y j, k y i .
 F n , k .w xig I 0
w xjg J 0
is
D n , k s P q n , q k q k J b.qqI 2 c.q. w qu s nq¨ s k ; q q .  .  .  .yu Js sq .s : ¨ )0s
? qy¨ s.
qk u s.
qJ
q .s : y¨ )0s
? qy¨ s.
qk yu s.qJq y¨ s.qI .
q .s : y¨ )0s
? w qu s nq¨ s k ; q q q . .  .yu Jq y¨ Is s s
? c q as nqbs ky as.
qJy bs.qI ; q q q .  .  .a Jq b Is s sq .s : b )0s
? qybs.
qk as.
qJ c q as nqbs ky as.
qJ ; q q .  .a Js sq .s : yb )0s
? qybs.
qk yas.qJq ybs.qI . . 4.2 .
q .s : yb )0s
 .When we take the certificate form of the recurrence relation 2.1 from
 .Theorem 2.7 and divide both sides by F n, k , we get
F n y 1, k F n y J , k .  .
n n na q , q q a q , q q ??? qa q , q .  .  .0 1 JF n , k F n , k .  .
F n , k y 1 .
s R n , k y R n , k y 1 . 4.3 .  .  .
F n , k .
 .We determine a common denominator for 4.3 . From the proof of
w x  .Theorem 3.2A in 9, pp. 599 , we know that R n, k has the form
Iy1 J F n y j, k y i .
na q , q . 4.4 .  .  i , j F n , k .is0 js0
 .Replacing I by I y 1 in the common denominator 4.2 , we obtain a
 .  .common denominator for 4.4 . Clearly it divides D n, k . A common
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 .  .  .  .denominator for R n, k y 1 F n, k y 1 rF n, k also divides D n, k since
it can be seen as
I J F n y j, k y i .
na q , q .  i , j F n , k .is1 js0
 .  .  .using 4.4 . Thus D n, k is a common denominator for 4.3 . Regrouping
 . kthe numerator of R n, k into powers of q , and using the bounds for I,
 .and J, we can write R n, k as a rational function whose numerator is a
k w n xpolynomial in q with coefficients in Q q , q , and whose common denom-
 n k .inator is D q , q , namelyR
N n ikb q , q q .i
, n kD q , q .Ris0
where
U U UN F d q I y 1 J q J a b q u ¨ q b 4.5 .  . s s s s /
s s
 n k . U Ukfor d s deg P q , q , and I and J are given in Theorem 2.6.q
 n .  n .We view a q , q and b q , q as indeterminates and solve for the a 'si i i
to find an upper bound for the maximum degree in q of the a 's. Byi
 .  .putting 4.3 over a common denominator D n, k , and collecting the
terms to one side, we get
L q L q ??? qL y R q R0 1 J 1 2 s 0,
D n , k .
where
N
qn ik k 2c. u nq¨ ky¨s s sR s b q , q q q w q ; q .  .  ¨1 i s s / q .s : ¨ )0is0 s
? qy¨ s.
q. 2 k w qu s nq¨ s kq yu s.
qJq y¨ s.q Iy1. ; q q .  .y¨s sq .s : y¨ )0s
? c q as nqbs ky as.
qJy bs.qI ; q q .  .bs sq .s : b )0s
? qybs.
q. 2 k ,
q .s : yb )0s
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N
q 2 qn ik i y¨ . .  Iy1qk .qy¨ . J us s s sR s b q , q q rq q . 2 i / q .s : y¨ )0is0 s
? qybs.
q. 2 Iy1qk .qybs.qJ  s as
q .s : yb )0s
? w qu s nq¨ s ky¨ sqy u s.
qJ ; q q .  .¨s sq .s : ¨ )0s
? c q as nqbs ky as.
qJ ; q q .  .ybs sq .s : yb )0s
? q2 kc.
qqJ b.qq2 c.q Iy1. ,
w xand for j g J 0
L s a q n , q P q ny j, q k q ny2 a j.q j 2 aye jqkyb jqJ b.qq2 Ic.q. .  .j j
? w qu s nq¨ s kyu s j ; q q .  .u js sq .s : ¨ )0s
? c q as nqbs ky as.
qJy bs.qI ; q q q .  .  .  .a Jyj q b Is s sq .s : b )0s
? c q as nqbs k ; q q .  .ya js sq .s : b )0s
? w qu s nq¨ s kq yu s.
qj ; q .  .  .yu q Jyjs sq .s : ¨ )0s
? qy¨ s.
qk u s.
qj w qu s nq¨ s ky u s.
qj ; q q .  .u js sq .s : y¨ )0s
? q ky¨ s.
q u s.
q Jyj.
? q kybs.
q as.
qj q kybs.
qas.
q Jyj..
q .s : yb )0s
? c q as nqbs ky as.
qJ ; q q . .  .a Jyjs s
? qy¨ s.
qk yu s.qj qy¨ s.
qk yu s.q Jyj.qy¨ s.qI .
q .s : y¨ )0s
? w qu s nq¨ s kq yu s.
qj ; q q q . .  .  .yu Jyj q y¨ Is s s
? qybs.
qk yas.qj c q as nqbs k ; q q .  .ya js sq .s : yb )0s
? qybs.
qk yas.q Jyj.qybs.qI . .
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Now we collect like powers of q k in the common numerator, and set the
coefficient of every power of q k to zero because the common numerator is
identically zero. This yields a homogeneous linear system of equations
 .TMx s 0 with x s a , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b . Next is the application0 1 J 0 1 N
of the matrix procedure to get a polynomial expression for the a 's.i
Directly from the expressions for L , we obtain thatj
qLj q q ya J .2 smax det F z q J a q ye J q .  . q n  /a q , qj  . 2j s : b /0s
q qyu J q y¨ I .  .s sq \ A , 1 /q 2 .s : y¨ )0s
 n k .where z s deg P q , q , and from the expressions for R and R ,q 1 2
R 11 q
deg F y¨ y 1 . .q sik 2 b q qi i  .s : y¨ )0s
q q q
= 2 yu J q 2 y¨ I y y¨ y 1 \ A , .  .  . . .s s s 2
and
R2
deg q iky1. b qi i
1q q q qF J b q 2 c I y 1 q ¨ yu J y 1 .  .  .  .  . . s s2 s : ¨ )0s
2q qq y¨ J u q y¨ I y 1 .  .  . . s s s /
q s .s : y¨ )0s
2q qq yb J a q yb I y 1 \ A . .  .  . . s s s 3 /
q s .s : yb )0s
 4Let m [ max A , A , A . Then max deg M F m. From the matrix1 2 3 i j q i j
procedure, if max deg M F m, then max deg M X F m, andi j q i j i j q i j
 X .max deg M F m. It follows from the determinant expression for ai j q 1 i j j
 n .  .  .that max deg a q , q F m N q J q 1 \ m, where N is defined in 4.5 .i q i
 n .By Proposition 3.1, we conclude that a q , q / 0 for n G m q 1, and0
 n .  n .  n .  n .P q , q [ a q , q q a q , q q ??? qq q , q / 0 for n G m q 1 un-1 0 1 J
 n .less P q , q is identically zero.1
We are ready to prove the main theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 2.9. First we show that
3n 15 3max deg a q , q - 500 y 16 y q y .  .q i
i
by estimating J, I, m, N in terms of y.
 2 .   2 ..2Since J F 2 y y q 1 and I - 2 y y q 1 from the expressions in
  2 ..2  2 . .  .Theorem 2.6, and N - 2 y y q 1 2 y y q 1 q 1 from 4.5 , N q J q
3 2 .31 - 16 y y q 1 . From the definitions of A , A , A , we get m s A F1 2 3 1
15  n . 15  3 .3500 y . Therefore max deg a q , q - 500 y 16 y q y , and J qi q i
 n . 24max deg a q , q - 1000 y .i q i
2 2 < <By Theorem 2.7, there exist a positive integer J F  b q  ¨ q 2 cs s s s
 n .  n .  .and polynomials a q , q , . . . , a q , q such that 2.1 holds. Without loss0 J
 n .of generality, assume that a q , q is not the zero polynomial. Since0
 .  .F n, k is admissible, summing 2.1 over k yields
q q n , q F n , k q ??? qa q n , q F n y J , k s 0. 4.6 .  .  .  .  . 0 J
k k
 n .  n .By Proposition 3.1, a q , q / 0 for all n G 1 q deg a q , q , so0 q 0
F n , k .
k
a q n , q  F n y 1, k q ??? qa q n , q  F n y J , k .  .  .  .1 k J ks y .na q , q .0
 .By the hypothesis,  F n, k s 1 for n F n F n , so substituting 1 ink 0 1
 .4.6 gives
a q n , q q a q n , q q ??? qq q n , q s 0. 4.7 .  .  .  .0 1 J
24  n .But n s 1000 y ) max deg a q , q ; thus by the contra-positive of1 i q i
 .Proposition 3.1, 4.7 is identically zero. Therefore 1 satisfies the same
 .  n .recurrence as the sum  F n, k . Since n ) J q max deg a q , q , ink 1 i q i
 .other words,  F n, k s 1 for enough initial values of n to begin ank
 .induction, the identity  F n, k s 1 is true for all n G n .k 0
EXAMPLE. We compute n for the q-Vandermonde-Chu identity1
2
2 n 2nkq s .  / / nk qqk
 .The identity expressed in standard form as  F n, k s 1 isk
4q . n2kq s 1, 2 2q q q .  .  .k k nyk 2 n
LILY YEN14
 n k .and a s b s d s e s 0, c s 1, P q , q s 1, a s 1 and b s 0 for s gs s
w x4 , u s u s 1, ¨ s ¨ s y1, u s 2, ¨ s 0, u s u s 0, ¨ s ¨ s 1,1 2 1 2 3 3 4 5 4 5
w xand w s c s 1 for s g 4 . So, J F 6, I F 7, N F 48, m F 42, and n Fs s 1
2358 using the original expressions before estimating in terms of y.
CONCLUSION
The estimate for n enables us to prove a q-hypergeometric identity by1
checking a finite number of cases without finding the recurrence relation
first. Since finding a recurrence is very time consuming on the computer,
and n is relatively small, the algorithm once implemented can be a faster1
way of proving basic hypergeometric identities.
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